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Below is a quoted account of the children through the eyes of Ross Kauffman, 
co-director of Born into Brothels, that has been adapted from: 
http://www.landmarktheaters.com/mn/bornintobrothels.html

At the time of the documentary, Kochi was 10 years old
“All you have to do is look at her. Better yet, all she has to do is look at you. Those 
dreamy eyes lock into yours and you immediately fall in love with her. The effect is 
such that you want to hold her hand and protect her from all that surrounds her. But 
don’t let the eyes fool you. Behind them lies a girl who is strong and resilient, tough 
and sensitive. She uses the camera to escape her surroundings and says that she 
prefers taking photos to editing. She is shy, sweet and vulnerable, but can handle 
the harsh realities of life, and does so with grace.” (Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Kochi (her real name is Monty) is now 14 years old. She is currently living 
and studying at FutureHope. Kochi now speaks fluent English and enjoys science, in 
addition to playing the violin and the cello. (Kids with Cameras, 2007)

At the time of the documentary, Avijit was 12 years old
“Easily the most talented kid in the red light district (and maybe all of Calcutta for 
that matter), Avijit is a true artist. Sitting in his overcrowded room, watching life go 
by, drawing, painting, photographing… When Zana first asked me to come make a 
film, it was Avijit’s work that she kept pointing to on the contact sheets saying. ‘This 
kid is a genius! I’ve been shooting for 20 years and he is better than me!’ I under-
stood exactly what she meant. (I too, am a bit jealous of his talents.) And like most 
great artists, he has the ego to match his talent.” (Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Avijit is now 18 and completed his first year of high school in the U.S. in 2005. 
After spending this past summer at the Sundance Film Lab, he is now in his junior year 
at a private school in Salt Lake City. He participated in the “Show and Tell” exhibit at 
the Zimmer Children’s Museum in L.A. this spring. (Kids with Cameras, 2007)

At the time of the documentary, Shanti was 11 years old
“I love Shanti. So smart, so witty and quick. But in the end, she is troubled. I feel 
for her and worry that she may never make it out of the red light district. While I was 
in Calcutta, I made an English book for the kids. I took one of those Lonely Planet 
phrase books, copied it and asked my translator to translate it into Bengali, the 
native language of Calcutta. I made eight copies, passed them out to all the kids 
and started teaching them English. Shanti was easily the most focused and ready 
to learn. And she was talented with the video camera as well (she filmed some of 
the classroom scenes in the film). She has a voracious appetite to learn, but I fear 
her self-destructive behavior may get the best of her.” (Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Shanti, now 16, was accepted into FutureHope last year and is currently in 
class eight. She is very happy at FutureHope and continues to excel in her studies. 
(Kids with Cameras, 2007)
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At the time of the documentary, Manik was 10
“Great kid. Sweet to the core. He lives in a small room with his sister Shanti 
and loves to fly kites. Though quiet, he is a daring photographer who likes to 
experiment with composition. He says he now likes photography more than kites.” 
(Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Manik, 15, is now starting his second year at FutureHope, which he really 
enjoys. He recently traveled to Sikkim on a trip with his classmates. Manik visits his 
mother often and still flies kites. (Kids with Cameras, 2007)

At the time of the documentary, Gour was 13
“Gour is incredible. From the first moment I saw footage of this kid, I knew he was 
special. Sensitive and thoughtful, he dislikes his environment and wants to use 
photography to change it. But don’t let him fool you. He has a wicked sense of 
humor and always loves to smile and laugh. He is best friends with Puja. I always 
would joke with him that they would get married. I still think they might. Gour’s 
famous line from the film was when he said ‘I want to show in pictures how 
people live in this city… People live in chaos… I want to put across the behavior 
of man.’ He later told Zana that he wishes he could take Puja away from her likely 
future as a sex worker.” (Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Gour, now 19, refused to leave the brothel; he doesn’t want to leave his 
mom. But he plans to attend college in the near future. (Kids with Cameras, 2007)

At the time of the documentary, Puja was 11
“A tomboy at heart, Puja is best friends with Gour. She is always laughing, 
always smiling, always up to something. I used to joke with Puja and Gour, asking 
them if they would invite me to their marriage once they decided to tie the knot. 
And of course, as soon as I finished my sentence, she would have a comeback.” 
(Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Puja, now 17, lives in the brothel. (Kids with Cameras, 2007)

At the time of the documentary, Tapasi was 11
“Tapasi wants to be a teacher and dreams of being able to take care of her 
younger brother and sister. She photographs the harsh reality of life, using the 
camera to tell her story. My first night in Calcutta, Tapasi was upset. I forget about 
what exactly, but while all the other kids were having a good time, she was in the 
corner, frowning and sad. I couldn’t stand to see her like that. In a matter of 20 
minutes, I had her laughing, and from that point on, we were great friends. She 
is a natural teacher, patient and understanding. At one point, I made an attempt 
to learn Bengali, and she taught me with an incredible amount of patience and 
understanding. I was amazed at how a child from the red light district could be so 
centered and kind.” (Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Tapasi left Sabera earlier this year and is currently attending a local school. 
Now 17, she enjoys singing and is very good at sewing. Her younger sister continues 
to stay at the Sabera Foundation. (Kids with Cameras, 2007)
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At the time of the documentary, Suchitra was 15
“I miss Suchitra. She is the oldest of the group. Shy and quiet, Suchitra is a gifted 
photographer, taking pictures of daily life from her rooftop. Suchitra’s photo of her 
friend was chosen as the cover of the Amnesty International 2003 calendar. Most 
people pick up a camera, quickly snap a shot and that is it. Suchitra patiently takes 
the time to look through the viewfinder at what she is trying to capture, and most 
times, she does it brilliantly.” (Kauffman, 2004)
Update: Suchitra, 20, is living at home and currently working for a local NGO. 
(Kids with Cameras, 2007)

Mamoni was not directly featured in the documentary; 
however her prints were featured in the travel exhibit and the book
“Mamoni, 14, whose prints are included in the traveling exhibit and book, faced a 
particularly difficult year, after being forced to marry and enduring the death of her 
mother. She is back at the Sabera Foundation, and still wants to be a doctor.” 
(Kids with Cameras, 2007)

To read more about the children and their work, please visit
http://www.kids-with-cameras.org/aboutthekids  
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QUESTION #1: Ask your students to find everyday examples for each of the steps in 
the diagram. If they need more direction, you might consider leading them with the 
following example. 
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Situation: Your friend was bullied at school today.

Awareness: Your friend calls you and tells you that he was bullied 

and that he is scared. Now you are aware.

Dialogue: You talk to your friend about the situation and try to 

console him. In addition, you tell other close friends that your 

friend was bullied.

Critical Reflection: You feel sad for your friend, and you wonder 

what you could do to help him. You also start questioning the 

factors that allow a society to tolerate issues such as bullying.

Activism: You decide that you are going to buy your friend some 

balloons and flowers to cheer him up thereby changing the 

dynamic of the situation.

Social Action: You decide to talk to other people in your school, 

neighborhood or community who have experienced similar 

situations to that of your friend. You try to figure out a way that 

you could help them.

Self Education: You learn not only about your friend’s grief, 

but also about many other people who have been dealing with 

difficult situations.

Transformation: You are moved by what you have learned and de-

cide to educate your other friends about it, and try to persuade 

them to do community service; to spend time with those who 

have been bullied. You also try to create sustainable change 

regarding the issue of bullying. For example, you decide to imple-

ment anti-bullying workshops and programs in your school.

QUESTION #2: Can you think of any time in your past where you heard a human 
rights related story, or saw something that troubled you and in turn, you ended up 
following these seven steps?
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